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a b s t r a c t

We propose a novel pervasive system to recognise human daily activities from a wearable
device. The system is designed in a formof reading glasses, named ‘Smart Glasses’, integrat-
ing a 3-axis accelerometer and a first-person view camera. Our aim is to classify subject’s
activities of daily living (ADLs) based on their vision and headmotion data. This ego-activity
recognition system not only allows caretakers to track on a specific person (such as dis-
abled patient or elderly people), but also has the potential to remind/warn people with
cognitive impairments of hazardous situations. We present the following contributions: a
feature extraction method from accelerometer and video; a classification algorithm inte-
grating both locomotive (body motions) and stationary activities (without or with small
motions); a novel multi-scale dynamic graphical model for structured classification over
time. In this paper, we collect, train and validate our system on two large datasets: 20 h of
elder ADLs datasets and 40 h of patient ADLs datasets, containing 12 and 14 different activ-
ities separately. The results show that our method efficiently improves the system perfor-
mance (F-Measure) over conventional classification approaches by an average of 20%–40%
up to 84.45%, with an overall accuracy of 90.04% for elders. Furthermore, we also validate
our method on 30 patients with different disabilities, achieving an overall accuracy up to
77.07%.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The challenges associated with an ageing population and pressures on carers and nursing services, are opening
unprecedented opportunities for pervasive computing. Such systems can improve the quality of life of the aged particularly
bymaking daily activities of living safer and easier to complete. However, most of the current approaches of activity tracking
still rely on human, for which can be very costly and time-consuming. For example, at home, disabled subjects generally
require supervision of caretakers. In a hospital, patients are oftenmonitored and cared by health professionals. In other cases,
subjects are asked to manually update and report their activities by themselves. Both cases have significant inefficiencies in
terms of cost, accuracy, scope, coverage and privacy.

A central requirement of pervasive systems is to automatically recognise human activities over time, warning patients
of hazardous situations, or reinforcing home-based activities and therapies. According to their activities, the system can be
pre-programmed for assistance purposes. For example, patients with memory loss or cognitive disorders can be reminded
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Fig. 1. Senior patients wearing the Smart-Glasses prototype.

to take medicines after having meals or to pick up their walking stick when venturing outdoors. In addition, it is desirable
that monitoring solutions also provide online interfaces for patients and carers to remotely access the patients’ status, and
to derive better treatments in a more effective manner.

Activity recognition is a relatively simple task for observers when watching the activities of other people. With years
of social experience, the capacity of understanding and expressing the activities and intentions of others is notable. The
recognition of activities by humans involves a series of tasks, from sensing to interpreting which can be complicated and
challenging for an automatic system. For an instance, a man in a sitting-posture, on an observer perspective, might be
watching TV, reading or just resting. Context generally help with this distinction. However, for a wearable device, it is a
difficult challenge to tell what exactly the person is doing despite increasing amounts of sensory data. The main reason for
this is that humans learn to interpret sensory data from past experiences, making new judgements significantly easier, in a
sensing and learning process. The interpretation of sensory data is accomplished naturally using either the environment
or other people to provide feedback. Ultimately, we would also prefer to have a machine with the same capabilities,
i.e., automatically learning to interpret sensory data from past experiences and feedback received. The main objective of
automatic activity recognition systems is to develop such algorithms combining elements of statistical learning with sensor
technologies.

This paper focuses on automatic activity recognition and introduces a novel ‘Smart Glasses’ system to recognise complex
daily living activities, which can be categorised into two major groups in terms of their motion magnitude: Locomotive and
Stationary. A locomotive activity is defined as an activity involving high energy, with specific body movements, such as
walking or climbing stairs. A stationary activity involves less or no motion, such as reading books or watching TV.

In this paper, we introduce an automatic activity recognition system integrating accelerometers and a first-person view
camera embedded in conventional glasses. The current prototype consists of a smart phone (Android OS) attached on top of
safety goggles as shown in Fig. 1. The device collects videos and 3-axis acceleration data. Both are synchronised and collected
in parallel. With this data we develop our classification approach that includes the following contributions:

Feature extraction:We carefully select a number of activities following healthcare professionals’ directives. Some of the
activities have identical static postures. This makes features from the accelerometer less important. Therefore, in this paper,
we use the videomotion feature as a complementary element. This allows the system to trackmotion flow from consecutive
egocentric images in order to improve the system performance. We design separate feature extraction algorithms for both
accelerometer and video data, detailed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

Feature integration: From a series of experiments, we select the best classifier and settings for each set of features (from
accelerometers and camera), and separate the local classification task into two categories, each associated with weighting
parameters obtained during the training process. This allows the model to combine the best set of feature for the different
activities.

Multi-scale graphical model: We develop a structured classification approach based on Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) to capture the multi-scale context in a sequence of activities. This model can help to predict user’s activities at
different temporal scales even when the local classification is significantly noisy or ambiguous. For example, when sitting,
reading or drinking, there is a period with no motion features being detected from both accelerometer and camera features
but the activity can be recognised from the context.

Systemvalidation on elders and patients: At the end of this study,we validate our system’s performance on two groups:
healthy elderly people and amixed patient population with recent disabilities. The healthy elderly group includes 5 healthy
subjects with an average age of 68 years old. The disabled population group of 30 people, ranged in age from 34 to 89 years
old, each is suffering from a variety of disabilities which were loosely categorised as musculoskeletal, neurological and
general weakness. Their conditions are detailed in Table 5. We separately evaluate and compare our system performance
with conventional approaches.

The paper is organised as follows. We describe related work on automatic activity recognition from wearable and
environment sensors in Section 2. A detailed description of our method including feature extraction, feature classification
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and the proposed structured classification with a probabilistic graphical model is presented in Section 3. Individual
performance assessments for each component of our system is discussed in Section 4. Experimentswith real deployments of
the system in humans, including elderly and disabled patients are described and discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions
and suggestions for future work are presented in Section 6.

2. Related work

The complexity involved in recognising daily activities has promoted a diverse range of research in the area, relying
mostly on motion sensing and visual clues. Wearable accelerometers are a popular motion sensor often used to classify
basic activities of daily living (ADLs). The accelerometer placement on the body is essential because the signals vary across
different body parts during the activities [1]. Generally, accelerometers are simply attached to the body parts where the
movements are beingmonitored. Previous approaches use thigh or ankle for gait studies [2–4], orwrist and joints tomonitor
the progress of diseases [5,6]. Moreover, occasional events such as falls [7] or stumbles [8] have also been studied with
accelerometers. In alternative approachesmovements from the entire body have also been analysed [9,10]. During common
activities, the acceleration signals increase in magnitude and frequency from head to ankle, where the frequency of the
signals in the limbs, feet or hands increase to up to 60Hz [11]. This suggests that preferable parts tomount the accelerometers
are in themain body, such as pelvis [12], chest [13] or head [14]. Recently, such techniques have been integrated intomobile
phones [15–17], or deployed with additional sensors to improve accuracy, such as gyroscopes [18], microphones [19], and
floor sensors [20].

Despite major achievements in activity classification from accelerometers, classification of high-magnitude motion,
stationary activities (especially in identical static postures), still remain challenging due to the similarity of the acceleration
signals. For example, activities performed when sitting such as writing, reading a book or watching TV are difficult to
be detected from accelerometer signals, however, such activities can be more easily identified with first-person vision.
Therefore, in our research,we integratewearable accelerometers and first-person vision into the designed glasses,which not
only avoids the high motion-frequency regions, but also monitors the head motion in conjunction with a vision recognition
system.

Computer vision techniques are emerging rapidly within the activity recognition community. Using single or multiple
images containing parts of the human body, the subjects’ postures and motions can be estimated to predict the ongoing
activity. Notable approaches using external cameras are described in [21–23]. These methods are mostly applied to surveil-
lance purposes, and are often constrained to a particular region of the field of view. Recently, first-person view methods
were introduced [24–26]. In this approach, cameras are embedded into a wearable device, providing a similar field of view
as the subject. Image features are then extracted from objects or motion flow information. Object recognition approaches
rely on machine learning techniques to identify objects in the scene. They are particularly useful in classifying stationary
activities [26,27]. However, these approaches have difficulties to recognise activities without foreground objects (e.g. walk-
ing). Alternatively, motion-based methods have reasonable performance in identifying activities using optical flow features
such as those involved in sports [28].

Techniques for human motion recognition are growing in importance within academia and industry due to their vital
social and technological importance. Several review articles have provided comprehensive analyses of the field [29–31].
Algorithmicallymethods for human activity recognition can be divided into threemain streams: (1) classification techniques
on independent spatial–temporal features [18,32]; (2) methods based on temporal logic representing critical sequential
constraints [33]; (3) algorithms for structured classification, such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [34–36]. HMMs were
initially applied to human activities in [37], and have since been widely used for activity recognition in recent years
[38–40] due to their simplicity and flexibility to reason about temporal patterns in sequential data. However, as a generative
model, HMMs make fairly strong independence assumptions, which explicitly ignore possible long-term dependences and
relationships between observed features. Recently, discriminative models such as Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) are
becoming popular for activity recognition due to their flexibility to represent more complex observations [41–43], and
dependence structures [44–46]. In this paper, we will introduce a novel systematic model with a multi-scale CRF method
for human activity recognition to address the limitations of previous approaches.

3. Methodology

3.1. System overview

Our algorithm can be described as a pipeline with three major steps: video and acceleration feature extraction,
classification and structured prediction. As shown in Fig. 2, both video and accelerometer data are collected and processed
in parallel, feeding features into separate classifiers. The classifier result is then transformed into a class probability vector.
In the final step, these vectors are associated with a unary feature function which is then combined with pairwise functions
in a graphical model to perform structured prediction. The final prediction is obtained after an inference procedure on the
graphical model that takes temporal relationships into account, where the relative weights of unary and pairwise features
are obtained through a learning procedure. We detail these steps below.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm overview.

3.2. Acceleration features

Head acceleration is relatively complex because it is the result of a concatenation ofmotions of several body parts. Despite
the complexity this type of signal is very valuable, providing information about the subject’s body motion in addition to
information about the head acceleration. For example, drinking water often results in head raising, hand-washing usually
requires a head bowing. Here,we consider awide range of activities covering various types ofmotions, including: locomotive
or stationary, periodic or infrequent, body or hand activities. Generally, acceleration can be represented in both time and
frequency domains. In this workwe extract features from a slidingwindow containing a short period of time (the calculation
of the window size is described in Section 4.1.1).

To cover the different types of activities, we conduct a comprehensive analysis of 13 time-domain and 20 frequency-
domain features to be extracted from 3-axis accelerometer data. The time-domain features extracted directly from the 3-axis
acceleration data, and fitted into the windows, the features include: mean, standard deviations, threshold crossing rate (of
the mean value), energy of acceleration signals (sum of the square of the magnitude), correlation coefficient among 3 axes,
number of maxima and minima (the peak values) and their mean values. The frequency-domain features are extracted with
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). We divide each feature window into 10 sub-bands. For each band, we obtain the magnitude
and frequency of the peak value as our frequency feature. The cut-off threshold is set to 5 Hz since daily human activities
are unlikely to require higher frequencies based on our ADLs database.

3.3. Video features

First-person video features can complement the body acceleration data. We extract motion features from egocentric
images to monitor activities even when the subject is not moving. The videomotion sensing focuses on the pixels flow from
the entire image. This section briefly describes the approach in [39], also used in this work. It uses Lucas–Kanade based
Dense Optical Flow [47] as the primitive features extraction method, obtained between pairs of consecutive images from
the video.We downsize the image to 100×132 resolution in grey scale. For each frame, we partition the optical flow vectors
into patches with i rows and j columns, then the flow vectors u (horizontal motion) and v (vertical motion) are the averaged
flow magnitude over all patches. For each patch, the feature vector is described as

[u, v] =
1
M

M
m=1

[um, vm], (1)

where [u, v] is the averaged flow of one patch of frame andm represents the number of pixels from each patch. An example
of ‘‘Drinking’’ and ‘‘Walking’’ is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Following the dense optical flow,we conduct an average pooling process over n consecutive patches from all correspond-
ing positions to obtain the feature vector with size 1 × 2ij. It contains horizontal and vertical motion information for the
period covering n frames, written as

[ǔi,j, v̌i,j] =
1
N

N
n=1

[un
i,j, v

n
i,j], (2)

where uij and vij are the motion magnitudes for the patch i, j in both horizontal uij and vertical vij directions.
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Fig. 3. The left image is a sample of Drinking, and the right image is Walking. The line patterns represent the motion flows in the video.

3.4. Classification

There are two levels of classification in our approach: local and structured. The former uses features directly extracted
from raw sensor data and provides predictions for the current timewindow, independently of the past. The latter is based on
the graph structure and takes into account temporal dependences. In this section, we focus on local classification. As shown
in Fig. 2 and in the previous section, our system extracts local features from 3-axis head accelerometers and an egocentric
camera. These features can differ drastically in terms of the magnitude and frequency of the measurements. Based on our
previous work [39], we select the two most-reliable classifiers and compare them with the two sets of features described
before. Our choice for the classifiers is based on their computational costs and scalability to handle high-dimensional
data.

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the most popular approaches for human activity recognition, especially from
body acceleration [18,48–51]. SVMs are large-margin classifiers with strong generalisation properties, primarily designed
for binary classification even though extensions to multi class exist [52,53]. We use a multi-class SVM based on an ‘‘One-
Versus-One (OVO)’’ technique which fits binary sub-classifiers and obtain the final prediction through a voting process. We
also estimate the class probabilities through a pairwise coupling method [54] for the structure classification stage. Three
popular kernels were selected and compared: Linear, Polynomial and Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF).

Boosting was first introduced by Schapire et al. [55] in 1990. The algorithm produces an ensemble model by greedily
adding weak learners trained on data points weighted by their classification error from previous rounds. Boosting
significantly improves the accuracy of a base-level binary classifier (weak learner) and can learn complex nonlinear decision
boundaries. Boosting has been widely and successfully applied to many fields [56–59]. Inspired by [60], we implement
a LogitBoost algorithm which uses adaptive Newton steps to fit an adaptive symmetric logistic model with maximum
likelihood. The LogitBoost algorithm is an improved version of the well known Adaboost [61], because it minimises the
binomial deviance which causes misclassification over the minority of the observations [62]. In other words, LogitBoost
assigns higher weights to misclassified data points which usually represent more important information. LogitBoost also
provides a probability distribution of the class labels. In this work, we use a single-level decision tree (decision stump) as
the weak learner.

3.5. Structured classification

3.5.1. Conditional random fields
One of the main drawbacks in conventional independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) classification approaches is

that context is not taken into account—classification is performed locally without considering any ‘neighbours’ in time or
space. This can lead to mistakes that could be avoided otherwise. For example, a single sliding window might wrongly
predict hand-washing due to strong imagemotion flowwhen the correct activity is walking. This could have been fixed had
context been considered since a single hand-washing classification is unlikely to take place in a series of walking frames.We
develop a structure classification approach for contextual activity recognition using conditional random fields (CRFs). CRFs
are undirected graphical models designed for labelling sequences of data. It is a powerful tool in structured learning that
allows us to model the correlations (through edges) between each defined pair of nodes in a graphical model, specifying a
conditional probabilistic distribution over the query nodes given observed nodes [63].

For example, in the context of activity recognition, the nodes can be seen as containing local information of each time
interval, while the edges are pairwise relations between consecutive intervals. Therefore, the order of the nodes can be
explained as sequences of activities in time domain. A benefit of CRFs compared to a generative model, is that it models the
conditional probability of hidden states directly. This provides more flexibility to define potential functions to capture more
complex relationships. The CRF contains a normalising partition function that groups all potentials into a general format. In
activity recognition, it allows us to integrate heterogeneous sensors into the graphical model seamlessly.
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Fig. 4. Multi-scale CRF graph in temporal sequence. The bold edges represent the connection setting of ‘020305’ for the node xs .

Theoretically, CRFs are a special case of Markov Random Fields (MRF). As described in [64,65], it models conditional
distributions of the hidden nodes x given observations z, written as p(x|z). Within the graph, the hidden nodes x are linked
by edges following a predefined graph structure. Each fully connected subset of nodes (clique) cϵC is described by a non-
negative clique potential function φc(xc |z), which maps clique variables to a positive real number. A CRF distribution over
the cliques can be written as,

p(x|z) =
1

Z(z)


cϵC

φc(xc |z), (3)

where the partition function Z(z) is expressed as

Z(z) =


x


cϵC

φc(xc |z). (4)

The potentials φc(xc |z) are usually represented as log-linear combinations of feature functions fc(xc |z) with a weight factor
wc , expressed as:

φc(xc |z) = exp(wT
c fc(xc |z)). (5)

Combining Eqs. (3) and (5), the conditional distribution of the query nodes can be rewritten as

p(x|z) =
1

Z(z, w)
exp


cϵC

wT
c fc(xc |z)


. (6)

3.5.2. Graph structure
Since ADLs are sequential events, we build a CRF model to capture temporal relationships. The graph structure is shown

in Fig. 4. It contains sequences of observations z from sensor features, hidden nodes x of class probability assignments, and
edges E representing pairwise relations. Each node in the sequence contains information from a short period, and connects
to a number of nodes at different distances. For example, in Fig. 4, node xs connects to 6 nodes in three different scales from
shorter (1 unit) to a longer (4 units) distance. By having the connections, it computes the local activities with contextual
information from the entire global network. The graph contains two types of potentials; local and pairwise potentials. The
local potential captures local information within an interval, while the pairwise potential explains how the nodes relate to
each other. Including both node and edge features, the overall clique potential can be written as:

φc(xc |z) = exp


s∈V

wT
s fs(xs|z) +


sd∈E

wT
sdfsd(xs, xd|z)


(7)

where fs is the local potential for a hidden node xs and fsd is a pairwise potential connecting a node xs (source) and xd
(destination). Individual weights are also assigned to each of the functions. They encode the relative importance of each
potential. We now describe in detail the local and pairwise potentials used.

Local potential—Represented by the observation nodes z in Fig. 4, they contain features extracted directly from data and
encode local information. In our model, we have accelerometer and video features stored in two observation nodes ZA and
ZV . Each classifier uses the features to predict a class-probability vector PA and PV in the size ofM, whereM is the number of
activities in this study. Interestingly, acceleration and video features lead to very different performances on the classification
of different activities (shown in the experiments section). Acceleration generally has good accuracy on locomotive activities,
and video motion features are more accurate for stationary activities, especially the static activities. For this reason, the
probabilistic vector P is divided into two class categories: α (acceleration) and β (video). α contains the activity classes
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where the acceleration feature is better suited than video features. Conversely, β contains activities more suited for video
features. To better represent these two sets of activities, the vectors with classification results are computed separately for
each set and augmentedwith zeros. For example, assume there are two activities involved, let PA be a normalised 1×2 vector
from acceleration features, which has walking and sitting probabilities expressed as [0.35, 0.65]. If walking is registered as
a dynamic activity, then PA−α and PA−β become [0.35, 0] and [0, 0.65] respectively. In this way, we can assign a separate
weight vector to different activity groups. More details are in Section 4.2.

Pairwise feature—These are potential functions defined over the edges connecting each pair of hidden nodes. They
specify a transition probability from one state to another, using a matrix of size M × M. In this research we use a point-to-
point weight assignment method. This allows the model to define individual transition weights between different states.
Therefore, a 4-activity model requires 42 (16) weights, which represent the likelihood of transitioning between activities,
such as from sitting to drinking, walking to climbing stairs, or simply walking to walking. A traditional chain model refers
to messages from the immediate neighbour node connected directly to the current node. Although past information is
propagated from the previous node, it does not capture long-term relations directly.

Therefore, we introduce a distance-inference method into the model, or multi-scale temporal dependences. This allows
the probability distribution of the current activity (node) to be correlated with multiple nodes from different distances (in
temporal space). The example shown in Fig. 4 has a number of edges on the top, where the hidden node xs connects the
third x(s±2) and fifth x(s±4) neighbours. The transition matrices of Edge(s,s±1) and Edge(s,s±4) can be very different; the former
refers to nodes from its immediate predecessor or successor, while the latter links to the ancestor or descendant. In this case,
the node can be predicted using further contextual information from a larger group of neighbours to improve the system
robustness.

3.6. Parameter learning

The overall goal of parameter learning is to determine the most suitable values for the weight vector ws and wsd in the
feature functions. It involves an optimisation process to maximise the conditional likelihood of the training set. However,
directly maximising the conditional likelihood can be extremely time consuming due to the need to perform inference
in every step of the algorithm; the partition function Z needs to be computed in every iteration. In order to make learning
tractable for these problems,wemaximise the pseudo-likelihood of the training data [66]. This approximates the conditional
likelihood by a product of distributions over all immediate neighbours (Markov Blanket) of xs. Let N be the total number of
nodes in our model, the pseudo-likelihood can be computed as,

p(x) =

N
s=1

p(xs|MB(xs)). (8)

Formathematical convenience, the optimisation on p(x) can be achieved through amaximisation process in the log domain.
To prevent getting hugeweights during the optimisation process, the pseudo-log likelihood objective is typically regularised
with a quadratic term,

L(w) = L(w|D) −
(w − w̄)T (w − w̄)

2σ 2
(9)

where D is the training set expressed as D = (Xs, Zs|s = 1, . . . ,N), and L(w|D) is the pseudo-log likelihood written as

L(w|D) =

N
s=1

M
m=1


wT

s fs(xs|zs) +

I
i=1

wT
sd(i)fsd(xs,m|zs) − log


Zm(zs,MB(xs), ws, wsd)


, (10)

where the local feature function wT
s fs(xs|zs) is defined as

wT
s fs(xs|zs) = wT

1 facc.α + wT
2 facc.β + wT

3 fvid.α + wT
4 fvid.β . (11)

As shown in Eq. (11), the 4 local potentials, as previous explained in Section 3.5.2, includes 2 acceleration and 2 video feature
functions for two sensor sources, where facc.α represents a vector predicted from acceleration data for activities α, and fvid.β
is the video vector for the group β .

Eq. (10) can be explained in three components: local, pairwise and partition functions. The partition function Zm is a local
‘‘committee’’ (compared to a global network), where Markov blanket dramatically reduces the computational cost from the
original partition function. To elaborate it, we assume there are N nodes with M states each, in this case, Zm sums M states
from the local Markov blanket of xs. Therefore, computation is repeated M × N times for the entire space compared to Eq.
(4), where Z(z) needs to be evaluated MN times. Since L(w|D) is a convex function, the local maximum can be achieved
by a gradient descent algorithm. In this research we use the unconstrained L-BFGS method [67] on the negative version of
L(w|D).
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Table 1
A list of activity displays the average duration for each actions contained from our 40 dataset.

ID Activity Ave. duration (s) ID Activity Ave. duration (s)

1 Walk 154.99 7 Sitting 46.08
2 Upstairs 59.05 8 Read 45.21
3 Downstairs 55.14 9 Watch program 253.58
4 Drink 15.72 10 Write 112.78
5 Stand-up 1.71 11 WaterTap 1.67
6 Sit-down 2.32 12 HandWash 10.39

Table 2
Patient activities.

ID Activity ID Activity

1 Walk 8 Standing
2 Upstairs 9 Lying
3 Downstairs 10 Transfer
4 Drink 11 Open-door
5 Stand-up 12 Lie-down
6 Sit-down 13 Write
7 Sitting 14 Sit-up

3.7. Probabilistic inference

The inference procedure computes statistics for the hidden nodes x given the graph structure, and the observations z.
There are two basic operations, the computation of Marginal Distributions—a joint distribution p for each of the variables
x, and Maximum A Posteriori Configuration—the most likely assignment of x. Both the marginals and MAP configuration can
be computed using belief propagation (BP) [68]. In particular, the sum–product version of BP performs marginalisation and
the max-product version of BP computes the MAP configuration. Conventional BP when applied to tree graphs provides an
exact answer.Messages are propagated from the leaves to the root node and back again. For arbitrary graphs, there is another
popular variation called Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) [69] which provides approximate answers. It updates messages in
every iteration until converge (which is not guaranteed but typically happens). Another variationwith stronger convergence
properties is Tree-Reweighted BP (TRBP) [70]. It provides a guaranteed bound on the log partition function. It decomposes
the original graph into a convex combination of tree-structured graphs allowing efficient computations, while the convex
combination allows the computation of an upper bound on the optimal solution. For our model, as shown in Fig. 4, three
methods are compared: BP on a chain model (CBP), LBP and TRBP to select the best approach for the problem.

4. Experiments

In this research, we focus on two population groups: healthy elders and disabled patients. The healthy elder group
members were selected based on two criteria: being over 55 year-old and independent in activities of daily living (ADLs).
ADLs include personal care such as grooming, domestic care such as cleaning and cooking and transferring one’s body
from a seated position into a standing or waiting position. From the health elder group, we collected 40 datasets of ADLs
performances as our ADLs database, equally split between the 5 groupmembers. Each dataset contains an average of 30-min
sensors recording of realistic sequential ADLs in home or public environment. The list of activities is detailed in Table 1. Note
that actions were repeated in each video to ensure reliability. To best represent realistic situations, the subjects were not
asked to perform pre-defined sequences of activities or any detailed motions, but were simply asked to follow their ADLs
sequences at their leisure.

In the disabled patient group, all individualswere diagnosedwith at least one disability, andwere receiving rehabilitation
treatment at the local hospital. Therefore, due to differing mobility limitations between groups, we separately defined
the activity list according to healthcare professionals’ advices. The list of activities for the disabled patients are detailed
in Table 2. Unlike the healthy elder group, the disabled patients were either admitted to hospital or were community
dwelling outpatients receiving twice weekly treatments at the health department, therefore, we set up experiments within
the rehabilitation building of a local hospital. We obtain additional 4 sets of ADLs datasets from each disabled subject.
Each additional dataset contains 20-min of data records covering all activities based on patient’s own preferences, as
demonstrated in Fig. 5.

The first-person viewing angle is approximately 90°, and video is recorded at 15 Hz with 144 × 176 video resolution,
synchronised with a 80 Hz 3-axis accelerometer using the android system timestamps. As a summary, we collect 1.1 million
video frames plus 17.3 millions of acceleration samples over 5 subjects from elder group (equivalent of 20 h records, each
dataset is around 30-min length, and 40 datasets in total from 5 elders, or 8 datasets for each person). For the disabled
patient group, we obtained 2.3 millions of frames and 36.1 million samples (Equivalent to 40 h of records; each dataset is
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup.

around 20-min length, and 120 datasets in total from 30 patients, with 4 datasets for each patient.) from the 30 disabled
patients. As indicated earlier, each patient’s dataset covers different activities according to the subject’s preferred sequence
of ADLs. We manually labelled all the data using a free standing camera, so that the acceleration and video data could be
automatically annotated.

In this chapter, we firstly described the parametrisation, which included feature window size, classifier settings and
multi-scale graph constructions. Secondly, we categorised and integrated the activities for both sensors. Thirdly, we
compared and selected the optimal inference method for our graphical model. Finally, we conducted experiments on both
groups, and discuss the results.

4.1. Parametrisation

For a better adaptation to general populations and various environmental settings, the parameters are selected based on
the elder group’s data since they represent themost typical set; healthy individualswith no locomotion and time limitations.

4.1.1. Window size
The window size defines howmuch information (duration) is required to classify an activity. Each window contains just

sufficient data to describe the subject’s current status. The amount of overlapping is another concern during data collection, it
helps the classifier distinguish the contents between consecutivewindowswith a transition period. It also helps to recognise
the feature from awider context in order to compensate the possible errors from the window itself. We run cross validation
over 10 ADLs videos to determine a suitable windows size and overlapping portion chosen from 9 different settings: 2, 3,
5 s of window length with 25%, 50% and 75% overlapping. After a number of cross validation tests from our independent
training database, we estimate the 3-s window with 50% overlap has the best performance over all settings.

4.1.2. Local classifiers
There are two levels of classification in this system: local (i.i.d) and structured. The former uses features directly extracted

from raw sensor data and provides predictions independently of time. The latter depends on the graph structure and takes
into account temporal dependences. As stated in Section 3.4, we experiment with two local classifiers in the first-person
context: LogitBoost and SVMs. The LogitBoost algorithm requires a proper number ofWeak Learners (WLs) for both features
(acceleration and vision). We take 5 independent video segments for each activity, each segment is 5-min long. We first
extract video and acceleration features into windows and re-arrange them in a random order. Then we conduct a 10-fold
cross validation on both features, and test LogitBoost with 10 different numbers of weak learners, from 50 to 500. Our
results show that 150-WLs is the most reliable for the video features and 50-WLs for the acceleration features. On the other
hand, selecting a suitable kernel for SVM can be difficult. We run the same validation process on three popular kernels:
Linear, Polynomial and Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF). The averaged precision and recall results for both classifiers
are displayed in Table 3.

As it can be seen, SVMs with linear kernel has the best performance for the acceleration features. LogitBoost does better
on video optical flow features. Note that all of our datasets are quite realistic including various ADLs; the activities include
both dynamic and static actions. Some of the static activities, such as watching or sitting might not contain any acceleration
signals. Conversely,motions such aswalking and climbing stairswould create lot of noise to the egocentric vision. Therefore,
the local feature classifier in isolation does not achieve very high accuracy.
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Table 3
Classifier accuracy on acceleration and video features.

Classifier LogitBoost SVM

Acceleration 50-WLs Linear Polynomial RBF

Averaged precision 68.99% 69.39% 43.6% 37.01%
Average recall 61.01% 62.96% 34.98% 34.89%
Overall accuracy 77.40% 78.07% 60.51% 66.92%

Video 150-WLs Linear Polynomial RBF

Averaged precision 53.12% 37.58% 35.19% 43.86%
Average recall 44.76% 30.11% 26.39% 42.78%
Overall accuracy 68.91% 56.39% 44.63% 61.68%

Fig. 6. Overview of model accuracy when using different graph settings.

4.1.3. Graph structure
In Section 3.5.2, we introduce the multi-scale graphical model. Each node connects to multiple neighbours to create a

more powerful inference network. In this section, we validate 8 different connection settings from 5 different scales: 2nd
neighbour (chain model), 3rd neighbour, 5th neighbour, 10th neighbour and 20th neighbour. The number indicates the
distance before/after the chosen node in a temporal scale. It represents time between the pair of connected nodes. In the
last section, we selected the time window interval as 3 s with 50% overlapping. This means a 5th neighbour is 4× 1.5 = 6 s
away from the current node, 10th neighbours is 13.5 s away and 20th is 28.5 s apart.

To obtain an optimal graph setting, we take 10 datasets from our entire ADLs database, train on 8 datasets, and test on
2 using a sum–product TRBP inference method. For each dataset, we set 8 edge configurations: ‘02’ (chain graph), ‘0203’,
‘0205’, ‘0210’, ‘0220’, ‘020305’, ‘020510’ and ‘02051020’, and use LogitBoost as our feature classifier on acceleration features.
The settings, for example, ‘020305’ means each node connects to 2nd nodes (immediate nodes), 3rd nodes and 5th nodes.
An example is shown in Fig. 4. In the example Xs is with the ‘020305’ setting. Note that the edge distance impacts on the
updating frequency and the contextual information. A longer-distance graph generally requires more memory and results
in a lower updating frequency. e.g. 20th neighbour requires to store at least 28.5 s of data, and 100th neighbour would
need 142.5 s of data. Therefore, by balancing these factors, we choose up to 20th neighbour as our maximum inference
distance. To compare these edge settings, we use the averaged precision value as our evaluation preference. The results of
selected configurations are illustrated in Fig. 6, plotted in the form of error-bars. The first term is the precision of the local
classification result before applying the graphical model.

In Fig. 6, the graph setting ‘02051020’ shows the highest precision, outperforming the local feature classifier by 11%
achieving 82.3%, followed by ‘0210’ at 78.5% and ‘0220’ at 77.9%, where ‘020305’ and ‘02’ have the worst performance with
accuracy of 73.4% and 73.5% respectively, but still better than the local classifiers. Therefore, we hypothesise the graph
‘02051020’ as the best setting, thus to be applied in the next set of experiments.

4.2. Activity categorisation

In Section 3.5.2, we introduce the local features integration method, which requires to separate the activities into two
categories. However, our ultimate goal is to let the model determine which feature is better for each activity, such that
the CRF is able to train and assign appropriate weights for both vision and acceleration features. In order to achieve this,
a direct approach is used to inspect their current classification performance, and to find the prediction accuracy of each
activity using both features. In Section 4.1.2 we learned that SVMs (linear kernel) have the best performance on acceleration
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Table 4
Results from acceleration and video features with activities following the order in Table 1.

ID Acceleration Video
Pre. Rec. Pre. Rec.

1 0.936 0.961 0.422 0.384
2 0.878 0.879 0.305 0.305
3 0.868 0.868 0.212 0.200
4 0.670 0.584 0.523 0.375
5 0.754 0.679 0.238 0.227
6 0.771 0.521 0.207 0.229
7 0.250 0.418 0.350 0.333
8 0.503 0.624 0.682 0.749
9 0.581 0.505 0.722 0.684

10 0.762 0.759 0.828 0.753
11 0.429 0.375 0.438 0.475
12 0.375 0.136 0.577 0.482
Ave. 0.648 0.609 0.459 0.433

Fig. 7. Examples of optical flow features (1st row) and corresponding 3-axis acceleration window for three typical activities: Walking, Drinking and
Writing.

features, and LogitBoost is good on video feature classification. Therefore, we run a 10-fold cross validation over 10 datasets
(from ADLs database) using both classifiers. All activities are evaluated using precision and recall [71]. The classification
results are shown in Table 4.

As shown in this table, it is interesting to note that classification from acceleration features has good precision onmost of
the dynamicmotion against the statics ones, while the video features have better prediction on stationary activities (Sitting,
Reading, Watching TV/monitor, Writing, Switching Water-Tap and Hand-Washing) than locomotive activities (Walking,
Going Upstairs, Going Downstairs, Drinking, Stand Up and Sit Down). The reason that may explain this phenomenon is:
locomotive activity usually involves a number of periodic motions or infrequent motion with highmagnitude, which can be
easily captured from an accelerometer. On the other hand, activities involving less mobility such as sitting or reading can be
better classified with optical flow features because the user is in a stationary position, but themotions can be captured from
the egocentric video. Fig. 7 demonstrates three examples for both acceleration and vision features: Walk, Drink and Write.
Note that in the Drinkwindow, the signal change at the beginning represents a head-lifting motion. Writing involves only a
small motion compared to the others.
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Table 5
List of 30 patients’ age, sex and diagnosis.

Age Sex Diagnosis Age Sex Diagnosis

34 M Lost legs 54 M Stroke
57 M Lung transplants 81 M Stroke
82 M Parkinson’s disease 56 F Parkinson’s disease
44 F Multiple sclerosis 71 F Hip replacement
46 M Decreased mobility 63 M Accident: multi-fractures
68 M Injuries to legs 60 M Fall: fractured spines
68 F Lung disease 65 M Fall: fractured pelvic bones
86 M Deconditioned 69 M Heart failure and stroke
52 M Hip surgery 61 M spinal injury after fall
75 M Deconditioned 58 M Hip replacement
62 M Foot surgery 72 F Knee replacement
75 F Knee replacement 64 F Spinal surgery
83 F Fall-head injury 89 F Fall: fractured hip
47 M Lung transplants 62 F Accident: fractured collar bone
67 F Stroke 75 M Heart surgery

Fig. 8. Comparison of different inferences.

4.3. Inference approaches

In this section, we compare 3 BP inference approaches with leave-one-out cross validation, using the same training
datasets from Section 4.2. We train and test them on both vision and acceleration features, and evaluate the model per-
formance in terms of the classification accuracy and processing speed. The average performance is detailed in Fig. 8.

The chart displays the comparisons of 3 BP approaches. TRBP has the best performance with an averaged precision of
80.4%, followed by LBP at 78.9% and CBP at 73.1%. We also test the processing speed by evaluating all three approaches on
one 30-min dataset. The average running times are: CBP-15.19 s, LBP-30.20 s, TRBP-5.17 s. The result shows that both TRBP
and LBP have a higher accuracy compared to CBP, but TRBP is faster than the others. We conclude, the TRBP is the most
appropriate inference algorithm from our validation.

5. Results and discussions

5.1. Results from Elders

For the experiment with the elder group, we apply leave-one-out cross validation on 40 independent datasets using
the settings determined in the previous sections. These experiments are used to compare several approaches in terms of
averaged precision, recall and overall accuracy. Our evaluation focuses on the performance of structured classification, as
well as the benefits of integrating local-pairwise features. In this section, we observe the system performance for 7 settings:
(1) VID: video feature (classified LogitBoost) only. (2) ACC: acceleration feature (SVM) only. (3) LBAV: LogitBoost Classifier
on one combined feature vector of acceleration and vision. (4) CRFV: Apply CRF MODEL on top of setting 1. (5) CRFA: CRF
on setting 2. (6) CRFLB: CRF on setting 3. (7) CRFAV: Integrates both feature classifiers with a CRF, as explained in Eqs. (10)
and (11). We plot the error-bar for all configurations in Fig. 9. This includes the average Precision, Recall and F-Measure [71]
of all 12 activities. We also plot the overall accuracy over the entire datasets. Note that the overall accuracy is generally
higher than others. This is due to the unbalanced distribution of different activities. e.g. video contains more ‘Walking’ than
‘Hand-Washing’.

Fig. 8 shows the benefits of integrating local classification with the CRF model. Settings 1–3 use local classifier only, and
4–7 are with an additional CRF structured classification. The system overall accuracy is improved by an average of 10.5% and
the F-Measure by 7.6%. Notably, the CRFAV algorithm achieves the best result with an accuracy of 90.38% and F-Measure
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Fig. 9. System performance from 7 model configurations.

Fig. 10. Comparison of confusion matrices for four configurations: ‘VID’, ‘ACC’, ‘CRFLB’ and ‘CRFAV’. See the text for details.

of 84.45%. It also indicates that video features are not as good as acceleration features when used on ADLs. This might be
caused by the unbalanced distribution between locomotive motions and stationary activities from our ADLs database. To be
more specific, we include 4 confusion matrices in Fig. 10.

The top two plots in Fig. 10 are the feature classifier results. The locomotive activities are mistaken from video feature,
including climbing stairs, sit-down and stand-up. The acceleration feature classifier has relatively poor results in hand
activities.Mistakes occur among sitting,watching and reading. The ‘CRFLB’matrix removesmost of the incorrect predictions,
has fewer outliers between stationary activities, aswell as between switchingwater-tap and hand-washing. Overall, ‘CRFAV’
is the best option. It removes most of the outliers, and it only has minor errors between up and downstairs, sitting and
reading.

5.2. Results from patients

In the last section, we observe the benefits of different model settings in the healthy elder group experiment. In this
section, we introduce another popular graphical model: Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for comparison purposes to the
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Table 6
Comparisons of approach accuracies of patient group.

SVMAV SVM+HMM SVM+CRF

Same patient 53.80% 72.61% 73.91%
Cross patient 60.76% 69.67% 77.07%
Cat.1 musculoskeletal 51.76% 66.59% 72.71%
Cat.2 neurological 56.11% 80.2% 82.84%
Cat.3 general weakness 34.90% 53.65% 55.21%

LBAV LB + HMM LB + CRF

Same patient 48.91% 62.50% 63.15%
Cross patient 57.72% 73.26% 75.43%
Cat.1 musculoskeletal 44.94% 80.00% 84.00%
Cat.2 neurological 52.48% 67.00% 71.95%
Cat.3 general weakness 37.50% 61.98% 69.79%
Total average 49.89% 68.75% 72.61%

existing multi-scale CRF model. HMMs predict the most likely states from current observations exploiting nearby temporal
relationships. This idea is widely employed in speech [72] and activity classifications [38] due to the efficiency of learning
and inference algorithms. In this work, we use a HMM to improve the activity predictions for independent classifiers. This
can be done by estimating a prior transition and an observation matrix based on human knowledge among 14 activities.
Then these matrices are calculated by the training activity sequences using Baum–Welch algorithm [73].

We evaluate and compare the system performance on disabled patient group using three-stage approach: conventional
classification (LB and SVM), Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and multi-scale CRF model. The patient group contains 30
individuals, all of them are receiving treatments from the rehabilitation unit at St Vincent’s hospital. Due to the complexity
of patients’ conditions (as displayed in Table 5), we validate the approaches from three aspects to accurately interpret the
system performance:

Same patient validation: 4-fold cross validation process from the same subject. As mentioned earlier, we collect 4
datasets for every patient, each contains all the activities listed in Table 2. In this setting, we use 3 datasets for training,
and test on the 4th dataset from the same person.

Cross-patients validation: 30-fold cross validation over all subjects. We conduct a leave-one-out process, training the
system using 29 patients’ datasets and test on the other patient.

Cross-patient validation in three categories: Following the instructions of health professionals, we split the patients
into 3 groups according to their diagnosis from Table 5:Musculoskeletal (14 subjects), Neurological (9 subjects) and General
Weakness (7 subjects).

In order to make three approaches comparable, we use LBAV and SVMAV as the basic classification methods and apply
the classifier on one combined feature vector of acceleration and vision. Thenwe apply HMM andmulti-scale CRF on the top
of the classifiers to obtain the evaluation results. Table 6 details the overall system accuracies over all validation categories
using three approaches.

Observing the columns, the local classifiers (LB and SVM) have an average accuracy of 49.89%, while the structured
classification approaches dramatically outperform the conventional approaches. HMM increases the system accuracy by
an average of 19% to approximately 68.75%, while the multi-scale CRF further improves the percentages by an average of
4% at 72.61%. Observing the rows, it is interesting to note that the cross-patient validation approach performs better than
the same patient results. For the cross-patient of same categories, the general weakness group has a local classification
accuracy of 34.9% and 37.5%, which are most difficult to be predicted, then the Musculoskeletal on 44.94% and 51.76%,
followed by the Neurological Patients of 52.48% and 56.11%. A reason may explain the differences between cross-patient
and same-patient that the cross-patient approach contains a much larger training database (from 29 subjects) compared
to the same patient validation, where in general, more datasets allow for training a more sophisticated classifier. Confu-
sion matrices for the three classification methods between cross and same patient validation approaches are presented in
Fig. 11.

Comparing cross and same-patient results for the first column in Fig. 11, the local classifiers have the similar results in
between up- and down-stairs possibly due to similarities of the patterns. This is also noticeable in between stand-up and
sit-down, and for sitting and standing. Unlike the elder group, the disabled patient group is asked to conduct activities at
specific locations, and the subjects are asked to remain sitting or standing without specific purposes. Therefore, the status
of ‘‘standing/sitting still’’ is unlikely to have any hand or other motions that could be recognised by the video features.
This may be the reason the error prediction for the subject’s static postures. For the second and third columns in Fig. 11,
we apply and compare HMMs and multi-scale CRFs against the local classifier predictions. We verify that the application
of structured classification effectively removes the error predictions using the contextual information. Note that the cross
patient approach misclassifies in between walk and stairs, while the same-patient validation does not. This may be due to
the differences of individual habits during walking and going up stairs.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of confusion matrices from cross-patient (top row) and same-patient (bottom row) validations using LogitBoost (150 WLs) and
Support Vector Machines (Linear).

5.3. Discussion

Activity recognition is the basis for the development of an interactive system to assist healthy elder and disabled patients
tomaintain a goodquality of life, remain in their homes andworking, thereby avoiding institutional care.Webelieve that this
is one of the first studies to investigate the validity and reliability of activity recognition systems in the disabled population.

In this study, we explore contextual learning for recognition of activities of daily living. In real life, recognising varied
and realistic human activities is a challenge in terms of reliability. We address the problem for ADLs recognition, and our
experimental results confirm the benefits of multi-scale CRFs compared to traditional local and HMM approaches. This
involves the temporal inference method in a graphical model in conjunction with a feature integration method. Multi-
scale context improves the performance by learning the subject’s ADLs sequence with temporal correlations. The feature
integrationmethod allows the system to learn the relative weights among different sources, as well as linking local features
into a global network. The framework improves the local classification by an average of 10%–20%, and improves accuracy to
over 80%.

Our model can now be implemented in the Smart-Glasses prototype with a 1 GHz CPU processor and 512 MB RAM.
The tasks, such as ‘video/sensor data collection’, ‘video/sensor features extraction’ and ‘local feature classifications’ can be
executed almost instantaneously (exclude the training process, which had been done offline). The TRBP inference procedure
generally requires an average of 2–3 s from a 30-s updating block, which is equivalent to a 20-window sliding block.
Moreover, the current platform is a temporary prototype consisting of an android cellphone mounted on safety goggles.
We tested the approach on over 30 patients and 5 elders. The feedback on the comfort level has been positive, however, it
cannot be worn over an hour due to its weight of current design.

6. Conclusion and future work

Thiswork presented a novel activity recognition approach from first person perspective. The algorithm is developedusing
a multi-scale CRF model, which exploits two important factors for ADLs recognition, feature interpretation and contextual
structure, thus to cover a wide range of human activities. We utilise the head acceleration and egocentric vision as our
primary sources of information, which have great potential to capture general body motion and hand activities. Embedding
the sensors into glasses makes the system simple and of easy adoption for elder and disabled patient populations. In this
research, we annotate, train, and validate our method using a large realistic ADL dataset covering several motion types,
different environmental settings and various locations. Results demonstrate that the model outperforms a number of
existing methods, and the system is tested and proved reliable in both indoor and outdoor environments.

In thenext stage,wewill conductmore validation studies and investigate the robustness of ourmodel inmore challenging
activities on the targeting population. Further, the development, utilisation and patient acceptability of accurate activity
recognition devices needs to be promoted. In this line, the system can be deployed as an app for Google Glasses potentially
reaching a large population that will result in large datasets. In such cases, manual labelling for ground truth can be quite
challenging. Therefore, a semi-supervised learning algorithm is the next target of research. This includes the development
of a semi-supervised classification system for both first-person and free standing sensors.
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